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Evidence is presented that there are at least two states near 1.4 GeV which decay to
One is E(1420), an axial vector, and the other is C(1440), probably a pseudoscalar.

The pseudoscalar is likely to be a glueball.

PACS numbers: 14.80.Kx, 13.40.Hq, 13.75-n, 14.40.Pe

The discovery of gluonium states would be dra-
matic confirmation of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD). But their identification is an extremely
challenging problem, because of the usual exper-
imental difficulties of meson spectroscopy in the
likely 1-2-GeV region, compounded by our in-
ability to predict reliably the dynamical proper-
ties which might provide useful experimental sig-
natures. ' Lacking a reliable, detailed understand-
ing of the gluonium spectrum and dynamics, the
experimental search can rely only on the most
generic features of the theoretical picture. One
such property is that gluonium states do not fit
into qq multiplets. Another is that their produc-

tion is enhanced in channels which are rich in glu-
ons.

Since the radiative decays g- yX are dominated
in perturbation theory' by g-y+2 gluons, they
provide an excellent channel for the search. The
prominent appearance of a Kit enhancement at
1440 MeV is therefore very striking. ' ' It is pro-
duced at a rate comparable to the other most
prominent hadron in the channel, the g'(958). In
contrast, the E (1420), with which we are tempted
to identify the 1440, has been an obscure, diffi-
cult state to study in hadronic reactions. This
contrast provides priypga facia grounds for exam-
ining the 1440 as a gluonium candidate.
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A first examination is not encouraging. First
observed in pp annihilation at rest, ' E (1420) has
been seen in recent high-statistics pion scatter-
ing experiments" with a clear preference' for
X~=1'. E(1420) and D(1285) are then excellent
candidates to be the I =0 members of the J
= 1'+ nonet. In addition, if the KKp enhancement
in P-yX has Z = 1+, then it cannot couple to two
massless gluons, ' which further undermines the
rationale for regarding it as a gluonium candi-
date.

There is, however, an indication that the state
observed in P-yX is not the state seen in pion
scattering. In g-yX, (80+20)% of the gKn), «
signal is reportedly' due to 5g-KKg, whereas
in pion scattering'K*K dominates, B(1.4-K*K)/
B(1.4-K*K + 6v -KKg) = 0.86+ 0.14.

Motivated by these considerations, I have sys-
tematically reviewed the experimental literature
on the E (1420) meson. I have reached the follow-
ing conclusions:

(1) There are at least two I =0+ states near
1.4 GeV which decay to KKm. The E(1420) has Z~

= 1' and decays primarily to K*K. The other
state, which I call G (1440),"decays to KKw and
to gpss, both these decays have substantial 5z
components.

(2) The (KK&), 4 signals in g —yX and in pp anni-
hilation at rest are predominantly G(1440), while
those in w scattering (all with p„b&4 GeV) are
predominantly E (1420). In pp annihilation above
threshold (p»& 0.7 GeV) there is substantial pro-
duction of G and E.

(3) E(1420) is the dominantly ss member of an
ideally mixed nonet containing the A„D, F. , and

Q (appropriately mixed").
(4) Although the spin and parity of G are not as

clearly determined as that of F. , all available evi-
dence favors J' (G) =0 .

(5) G(1440) is unlikely to be a qq meson. The
most likely possibility is that it is predominantly
a glueball, perhaps with an appreciable qq com-
ponent.

These conclusions are based on an examination
of the experimental literature, which is briefly
summarized below and will be presented in de-
tail elsewhere. The evidence for two states is
based on four categories of experimental results:

(A) pm' decay The KKp .—signal is seen in all
processes [z (Refs. 7, 8, 12, and 13) and p (Refs.
6 and 14-19) scattering and g-yX (Refs. 3-5)]
but the qnm signal is seen only in pp annihilation"
and P- yX,"not in 7t scattering. "" This is not
an experimental artifact: The mp experiments

which do not see an (qwp), , signal are exceeding-
ly sensitive, far more sensitive than the p and p-yX measurements which do. For instance, the
most sensitive mp experiment" observes 3000 q'

decays and no significant (pm'), ~ signal,
while a p experiment" with only —100 observed
q'-qz+z decays reports a signal in pp-m'n
(q~'n ), , with v=275+ 50 gb. There is also an
indication4' of a signal in $-y(gm'm ), 4, largely
in g y-6m y-pm', th'e number of events is com-
parable to the 10-15 events observed for g-yq'

+yrli™~ 0

(B) Dali' plots. Be—cause of kinematical over-
laps the 6g and K*K branching ratios cannot sim-
ply be extra, cted from KK and Kz mass histo-
grams. An overa, ll fit to the KKg Dalitz plot is
essential. The Dalitz plot of Scharre et al.' is
enhanced toward the 5 region. There are events
in the K* region but they neither form uniform
hands (as they would if the 1.44 had spin 1) nor
bands which grow toward the boundaries from
central nodes (as for spin 0). An analysis of
these features yielded the result' that (80+ 20)%
of the %Kg signal is due to 5p. In contrast, the
Dalitz plot obtained from 7T scattering at p»=4
GeV is dominated by uniform (except at the point
of overlap) K* bands, with the K*K signal at least
six times larger than 6z-KKz. ' The only other
published Dalitz plot, from pp annihilation at
rest, "resembles the plot of Scharre et al.': a
KK threshold enhancement and no complete K*
bands (no overall fit was made in this case)."

(C) J determinations. The analy—sis'" of the
Dalitz plot obtained from wp scattering gives
strong evidence for J~ = 1'. The high-statistics
experiment' which first discovered the E/G in pp
annihilation at rest favored J = 0, based on anal-
yses of the KKm Dalitz plot'~ and also on the angu-
lar distribution of 6 with respect to m'g' in pp
—7j'm'(1. 4) —m'm'(6n ). The latter evidence is very
convincing if J(m'm') =0 as assumed; this is very
likely since 8= 2 is the next possibility and Q is
only 170 MeV. Results from pp annihilation above
threshold are inconclusive, " "favoring J =0
and/or 1'.

(D) Production Of D(1280).—A long-standing
puzzle in the history of E (1420) is the absence of
a D(1280) signal in pp annihilation at rest, ' "al-
though D is typically produced (roughly five
times" ")more copiously than E in vp scatter-
ing'"'" and in pp annihilation' "with p»& 0.7
GeV. The greater cross section for D is consis-
tent with the hypothesis that D and E are the near-
ly ideally mixed isoscalars of the J = 1'+ nonet,
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also supported by the small branching ratio for
D -KKm (much of which may be D- 5p -KKv and
therefore not attributable to an ss component in
D) and by the recent definitive high statistics,
nondiffractive observation" of the A, with ~„,
=ma as expected for ideal mixing. The striking
absence of a D signal in pp annihilation at rest'"
then suggests that the (KKw), , signal which is ob-
served there is not the E. Similarly there is no
evidence for g-yD, though g-yX is dominated
by X in the SU(S) singlet, "so that with ideal mix-
ing we expect I (g-yD)= 21'((-yE). This is just
at the edge of being excluded by the upper bound'
on g-y(KKn'), », but a still stronger constraint
follows from the absence' of a D signal in g
-yqwm [since" B(D-qzp) =0.5].

This entire pattern of observations is compati-
ble with hypotheses (l)-(S). In pion scattering,
the absence of (rip@), 4, the dominance of K*K in
(K'Kw), ~, the result J~=1', and the large D sig-
nal all indicate E production. But in g-yX, the
indication of (pm'), 4 with a sizeable 6p compo-
nent, the dominance of 5m in (R'Kw), ~, and the ab-
sence of D (especially in qnv) all suggest G pro-
duction. In pp annihilation at rest" the prefer-
ence for J~=O, the striking absence of D, and

the evidence for a sizable 5p-KKg component
again suggest G production. Finally, in pp anni-
hilation with pub~ 0.7 GeV, the presence of both
D and (gnat), ~ and the inconclusive nature of the
J~ analyses suggest that both E and G are sub-
stantially produced.

What is the spin of G'P The most direct evi-
dence is the result J~= 0 in pp annihilation at
rest. ' This is also consistent with the following
considerations:

(a) In lowest order QCD, the principal partial
waves in g-yX are" J (X) = 0,0', 2'. G has un-
natural J~ since G - 5z, so only 0 is possible.

(b) In pp annihilation at rest into Xvv with I (X)
=0' the final state may be pure s wave only if
J (X)=0 . Form~=1. 42 or 1.28 GeV, Q is very
small and the relative inhibition of the p wave is
appreciable. The assignments J~(G) = 0 and

J (E) =J (D) = 1' could then provide a kinemati-
cal explanation for the suppression of D and E.

(c) The 5m decay is favored if J'~(G) =0 since it
is then the only open two-body, s-wave channel
(like K*K for E if J = 1' for E)."

(d) If J' =0 for G, helicity conservation en-
hances the amplitude for G - ss over G-uu+dd.
The ss quarks materialize as KKz in an s wave,
which some fraction of the time appears as 5m by
final-state interaction. This enhances the 5g

yield and the nonresonant KKg final state.
If me suppose G is distinct from E and J~ =0

for G, how can we decide if G is a glueball'P If
it is not a glueball, then it is most likely to be a
radially excited qq meson. There are already
two excellent candidates for an excited J =0 '
nonet, K'(1400) and g(1275) [the r was named in
honor of the zero-gradient synchrotron at Brook-
haven National Laboratory —it is called g(1275)
in the data card listings of Ref. 26]. The f was
observed in a partial-wave analysis of v P - fn
-gv'm n, in the very sensitive vp experiment"
which did not see a significant gag signal near
1.4 GeV. We might hypothesize that G and f are
the two isoscalars in the nonet.

However, this hypothesis is not tenable, re-
gardless of the SU(S) mixing angle between G

and f Th.e crucial facts have been presented
above: (a) In wp scattering, "f -gnat is strongly
present but there is not significant signal for G

-qvv while (b) in g-yX, G is strongly present
in KKm and indicated in gem but there is no indi-
cation of f in KKw, nor, most to the point, in

rlnv. '4 To explain I'(g-yG)» I'(g-yt;) we need
to assume" singlet-octet mixing, similar to that
of g and g'. But then me expect

v(n P- nG) (r(v P-nq')
c(m P-nf) c(v P-nq) '

which is badly violated. At p„b=8 GeV the right
side is - —,

' while the left side must be much small-
er." To accommodate a small value for the left-
hand side we would need to invoke ideal mixing
with G=—ss. But then we would expect" I"(g-yf)
= 21'((-yG) and, even worse, I'((-yf-ygnw)
» I (g- yG -yrlnn ), since yves would be an Okubo-

Iizuka-Zweig-suppressed decay of G. G is un-

likely to be the I =0 partner of f
There is a variety of additional information

bearing on whether G is a qq state. The rates
for G-yy and G-py mould be rather large if G

were a qq meson. " And, of course, if P(1275)
were confirmed and an acceptable I= 0 partner
found for it, that would exclude G from the nonet.
There is a hint of a pseudoscalar near 1.4 GeV,
seen in mp scattering. " Since the peak is below
1.4 GeV and appears not at all in 5z- gmz but only

in eq ("e"here denotes a parametrization of the
I=J = 0 dipion phase shift), it is unlikely to be the

G. The small magnitude of the signal mould be
explained if it mere the predominantly ss mem-
ber of the nonet. Like f it would appear much

less strongly than G in g-yX, but it might be
part of the (KKm), , signal in pp annihilation at
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rest, where an anomalously large width was re-
ported, ' I = 80+ 10 MeV. This could be tested by
comparing the 7)m7t and KKn decay channels. (It
is clear from the proliferating qq spectrum alone,
that the 1-2-GeV region may have many overlap-
ping resonances. )

What about evidence that G is a glueball, as op-
posed to evidence that it is not a qq meson'? If
G were prominent in another, essentially differ-
ent hard-gluon channel, the case would become
quite convincing. Gluon jets are a good place to
look. Just as the leading particle in a charmed-
quark jet is a charmed hadron, glueballs may fre-
quently appear among the leading particles of a
gluon jet. '4 " Quarkonium decays, "and low
thrust e+e annihilations in the continuum are
good sources of gluon jets. It would be highly
suggestive if there were again an enhanced G sig-
nal in this cia,ss of events.

In conclusion, it appears that there are at least
two states in the 1.4-GeV region which decay to
KEz and that one may be a glueball. These con-
clusions can be tested with increased statistics
in g- yX; with higher-energy e+e collisions at
the Cornell Electron Storage Rings, the Deutsches
Elektron-Synchrotron PETRA, the Stanford Lin-
ear Accelerator Center PEP, and the coming gen-
eration of Z fa,ctories; and with high-statistics
pp studies at LEAR. A more complete presenta-
tion of this analysis and of the future experimen-
tal tests is in preparation.
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